H-PSSS APA Citation Examples

**Journal**

Pattern:
T: (Author, Author, & Author, year).

Example with doi.
T: (Daugherty, 2004).

Example without doi but found online.
T: (Daugherty, 1998).

Example without doi and in hardcopy.
T: (Clark, 2013).

**Book**

Pattern:

Example:
T: (Lowenthal, 2017).

**Executive Orders**

Pattern:
R: Exec. Order No. xxxxx, 3 C.F.R. Page (Year). DOI or Retrieved from URL
T: (Executive Order No. xxxxx, year).

Example:
T: (Executive Order No. 12333, 1981).

**Press Release**

Pattern:
T: (Author, Year).

Example:
T: (The White House, Office of the Press Secretary, 2018, March 26).

**Strategies**

Pattern:
R: Department, Agency. (Year, Month). *Title in sentence case and italics.*  
T (first citation): (Department [Acronym], year).  
T (subsequent citations): (Acronym of Department, year).

T (first citation): (Department of Defense, Office of the Secretary of Defense [OSD], 2018)  
T (subsequent citations): (OSD, 2018)

**Congressional Hearings/ Written Testimony**

R: Title of hearing in sentence case and italics, xxx Cong. (Year). DOI or Retrieved from URL  
T: (Abbreviated Title of Hearing in Title Case and Italics, year)

Example:
T: (Worldwide Threat Assessment, 2011).

T: (Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities, 1976).

**Court Case**

Pattern:
R: Name v. name, Volume Source Page (Court Abbreviation and year). DOI or Retrieved from  
T (Name v. Name in italics, year)
Example:
T: (Olmstead v. United States, 1928)

**Code of Federal Regulations and Public Law**

Pattern
R: Title of Act in Title Case, U.S.C. section (Year).
T: Title of Act (Year) OR
T: (Title of Act, year)

Example
T: Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Protection Act (2004).

**Reports:** Use for Congressional Research Report/ Government Accountability Office/ Think Tank White Papers.
Pattern:
R: Author, A. A. or Organization. (Year). *Title of report in sentence case and italics* (Type Report No. xxx). DOI or Retrieved from URL
T: (Author or Organization, year)

Examples
T: (Jenkins, 2006)

Or

T: (9/11 Commission, 2004).

Or

T: (Nacouzi et al., 2018)
**Government/Military Directives, Instructions, and Doctrine** (APA Sections 6.13, 6.25, 7.03)

**Pattern:**

R: Department. (Full date). *Title of directive in sentence case and italics* (document identification number). Place of Publication: Author. DOI or Retrieved from URL

T: (first citation): (Department [Acronym], year)

T: (subsequent citations): (Acronym of Department, year)

Example:


T: First: (Office of the Director of National Intelligence [ODNI], 2016).

T: Subsequent: (ODNI, 2016).

**Speech**

**Pattern:**

R: Source that quotes the speech in the style of the type of reference.

T: Includes name of speaker of the speech.

Recorded Example:


Written Example:


T: In the State of the Union Address President Trump declared, “One year later, I’m proud to report that the coalition to defeat ISIS has liberated almost 100 percent of the territory once held by these killers in Iraq and Syria.” (The White House, 2018).

**Dictionary**

**Pattern**

R: Title of entry in sentence case. (n.d.). In *Title of reference work in sentence and italics*. Retrieved full date, from URL

T: ("Title of entry,” n.d.)

Example:


T: (“Counterintelligence,” n.d.)
**Encyclopedia**

Pattern:
T: (Author, year).

Example:
T: (Kushner, 2003).

**Wikipedia**

Hey, what are you doing using Wikipedia as a reference? Go talk to the librarian.

**Class Notes, Online Lectures, and Online Lessons:**

Pattern:
R: Instructor, A. A. (Year). Title of notes in sentence case. Class notes for Class #### and Title, Location of Institution. DOI or Retrieved from URL
T: (Instructor, year)

Example: